
Meeting No 27 

Minutes of Holland Park Surgery Walsall Patients’ Representative Group 

Thursday 19th January 2017 at 1.00pm 

1. Att: Chairman; Jeff Powell, Ken Reynolds, Lesley Bloxham, Brian Stringer , Alan Morgan, 

Christine Bladon, Jill Morgan, Eric Windsor, Maggie Bennett, Dr Martin Stevens, Greg 

Bloom, Heidi Hewitt. 

Apologies Amy Jose’, Diane Jones, Estelle Powell, Lilian Addis. 

2. Minutes of last meeting. 

Minutes of last meeting were read and accepted. PRG Meeting minutes 3rd November      

2016. HH apologised for missing Eric Windsor’s and Jill Morgan’s name from the 

attendance of last meeting. 

No other matters arising from previous meeting minutes.  

 

3. Survey report including actions to take. 

GB advised that the in house survey had produced positive results. JP’s only gripe was 

the long phone message before you get through to reception. MS advised that we have 

to adhere to national guidelines but will take to the partners again to discuss. JP agrees 

that we need to improve on-line knowledge and promote the service. One of the things 

that people were unaware of was that we had a privacy room should anyone feel more 

comfortable speaking away from reception. We can look into advertising some of these 

things on the TV in reception. JP thought that it would be better to have a newsletter 

after each PRG meeting (as long as there is enough to go on it). 

JP will get together with a sub group to discuss anything they want putting on 

the TV and inform Heidi. 

 

4. Practice Manager Update.  

GB wished the group a Happy New Year and said that we had had a good 2016 with 

the “Outstanding” CQC result and hopefully this will continue in 2017. 

GB advised that we will not be having a trainee GP at Holland Park for at least 6 

months as unfortunately there aren’t enough in Walsall to go round. Obviously this 

creates a problem in that we will be a GP down and we have tried all avenues but 

cannot recruit one. He stressed that this will not mean any lesser access to 

appointments as we will have an advanced nurse practitioner and a clinical pharmacist 

to deal with Urgent on the day problems, leaving GP’s to deal with patients who may 

have Diabetes, Heart Failure, and Stroke etc. Paige Haldron our new health care 

assistant is here all day on a Friday and new receptionist Sarah Jawad is still in her 

training period and is settling in well. We are still in the process of recruiting more staff 

at present and will continue to be a very strong organisation.  

 

5. Suggestion Box.  

There were a few suggestions that JP read out: 

1. The toilet has always got urine on the seat and the floor. MS stressed that 

actually this isn’t a Holland Park toilet it is part of the communal building and so 

therefore it isn’t really up to us to keep clean. HH will make a sign for inside 

the door to say “please leave as you find”. 



2. If there was a more regular prescribing nurse who could do prescriptions this 

would free up some GP appointments. As we discussed above this is now 

happening. 

3. Following a visit to the nurse for an injection and blood test I was concerned she 

did not wash her hands or use any gel even though she had left the room and 

used door handles etc. Perhaps all doctors and nurses could make a point of 

telling patients “Now I’m going to wash my hands”. Think sepsis!! HH will feed 

back to Janine. 

4. The new receptionist is sometimes rude and quite sharp. HH explained that she 

is still undertaking training for a very difficult job and unfortunately it is just the 

tone of her voice she really doesn’t mean to come across rude she is a very nice 

girl. 

GB said he would be more than happy to create a spread sheet called YOU SAID/WE 

DID to show that suggestions were being actioned by Umbrella Medical. 

 

6. Newsletter.  

JP will get back to HH to arrange a time to collate information.  

 

7. Awareness Day. 

JP and GB thought that it would be a very good idea to have another awareness day 

this year. It was suggested by the group that it be reduced down from 3 hours to 2 as 

the last one seemed a little too long.LB, MB, CB and JM will be involved in helping out 

making teas/coffees etc.  

JP will see DJ about room availability – the last one was held on 19th May 

2016. 

HH will meet with LB, CB, MB and JM on 23.2.2017 at 10.15am to discuss what 

services they feel need to be present and organise cake baking etc. 

 

8. Any Other Business. 

Amy Jose is due to return on 3rd April 2017. HH presented last month’s suggestions to 

JP and the group to show they had been dealt with. HH presented a poster to JP who 

advised that she could put it on the PRG notice board. 

 

Date of next meeting – Thursday 23rd March 2017 @ 1PM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


